Dodge journey 2009 interior

The Dodge Journey is the brand's long-overdue pitch to buyers who want minivan
conveniences without the minivan stigma. It's versatile and spacious, but it doesn't really stand
out against more polished competitors. A late arrival on the bustling midsize crossover SUV
scene, the Dodge Journey serves as a timely stand-in for Chrysler's departed short-wheelbase
minivans. The Journey is related to the Avenger and Chrysler Sebring midsize sedans, but
thanks in part to a 4. The Journey excels on the inside, where the influence of Chrysler's
minivans is unmistakable. From the Flip 'n Stow storage compartment under the front
passenger seat to the Chill Zone glovebox beverage cooler, the Journey is loaded with clever,
well-conceived minivan-style conveniences. Unfortunately, however, the standard four-cylinder
engine and four-speed automatic transmission aren't quite up to the task of motivating the hefty
SE's 3, pounds with anything close to authority. Overall, the Dodge Journey gets the basics
right -- it's attractive, quiet and reasonably spacious. But it falls a bit short in a few key areas.
It's also less enjoyable to drive than the Mitsubishi Outlander and not as roomy as the Ford
Taurus X. Still, the Journey's attractive pricing and interior amenities will likely make it worth a
look. The midgrade SXT adds inch alloy wheels, automatic headlamps, heated side mirrors, a
trip computer, keyless entry, enhanced interior storage, stain-resistant cloth upholstery, a
six-way power driver seat, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a volt power outlet and satellite
radio. Dodge bundles most of the Journey's optional features into packages, and one can get
much of the upper trim levels' features as options for the lower trims. The base-model Journey
SE comes with a 2. It drives the front wheels through a four-speed automatic transmission. It's
matched to a six-speed automatic transmission with manual shift control. On these trim levels,
buyers have a choice of front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. Every Journey includes antilock
disc brakes, traction control, rollover-sensing stability control, front-seat side airbags and side
curtain airbags for all three rows. A rearview camera and hands-free communication system are
optional, as are very handy built-in second-row child booster seats, a first in this segment. The
Journey is no lightweight, with even the base SE model tipping the scales at a hefty 3, pounds.
The standard four-cylinder engine from the Avenger sedan, although reasonably frugal, is
simply out of its league here. On the open road, the Journey is tranquil enough, but it often feels
insubstantial and fussy. Standard four-wheel antilock disc brakes provide good stopping power,
but more pedal feel would be appreciated. Although the Dodge Journey offers somewhat less
passenger and cargo space than such rivals as the Toyota Highlander, the overall impression is
of a bright, reasonably spacious, straightforward family hauler. The Journey will accommodate
as many as seven occupants in decent comfort; second- and third-row seats feature reclining
backs, and the second-row seats also slide fore and aft, allowing parents to scoot small
children closer to the front seats. Access to the third-row seats is a breeze, easily accomplished
by older kids, with only an easy pull of a lever required to operate the second-row seats'
tilt-and-slide mechanism. There's also obvious influence from Chrysler's minivans, as the
Journey's interior is awash in cupholders, lidded storage bins and cubbyholes, including tubs
beneath the second-row floor and an ingenious compartment beneath the front passenger seat.
Maximum cargo capacity is Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Journey. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Journey lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Some down-market interior trim, lackluster driving dynamics. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The
Dodge Journey is an all-new midsize crossover SUV derived from the Avenger sedan and
capable of seating up to seven passengers. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Multiple
batteries, changing the brakes nearly every 10, miles, tires are awful, I have had to replace some
type of wheel sensor, the key fob doesn't always works so sometimes my car won't crank right
away. Electrical problems where the alarm goes off and takes a while to make it stop. This car
has been a nightmare.. I still owe 15k and it's not even worth 9k. It loses so much value every
year.. If you buy this vehicle after reading this review.. Read less. Don't buy this car. Chrysler
won't do a thing about it. I went back to dealer and they wouldn't help either. Bought this car

brand new in I have had the transmission replaced once, I am on my third set of brakes and
fourth set of tires. I just ate the cost to replace the motor mount, and now I am having problems
with the starter. Needless to say, I will never ever ever ever by a Chrysler-brand vehicle again. I
can understand having a finnicky vehicle, but this is too much. I'll never buy Dodge again. The
biggest problem that I have had with this vehicle is the battery needing to be replaced. Very
easy job. Everyone reading the bad reviews on this vehicle, remember is a couple hundred out
of a thousands of vehicles. I understand the electrical problems. The starting problems with the
key. Try replacing the battery in the remote.. Runs off a chip needs power. Only complaint is
brakes and tires. If your change brakes, spend the extra money and get quality like Brembo and
a high quality set of pads. Will save hundreds in future. Tires no answer, suck it up. See all
reviews of the Used Dodge Journey. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the
Journey. Sign Up. With styling by Ryan Nagode , [6] the Journey is marketed globally in both
left and right hand drive. Identified internally as the JC49 , [10] the Journey shares a modified
platform with the Dodge Avenger and an identical wheelbase to the outgoing short wheel base
SWB Chrysler minivan, a slightly shorter wheelbase Production versions of model year vehicles
went on sale in for the model-year in North America , and mid elsewhere. Initial model
production began in From to , the trim levels in North America consisted of the SE powered by a
2. Revisions for the model-year include modifications to the grille, lower front fascia, redesigned
interior, suspension, steering, powertrain, and use of Dodge's new logo, launched in , as well as
LED Taillights. The Keyless Enter-'n'-Go System, with keyless access and push-button start,
became standard on all Journey models. For the model year, Dodge released the Journey
Blacktop, with inch gloss black aluminum wheels and center caps, a gloss black grille, gloss
black bezel headlamps, gloss black lower front fascia accent and gloss black exterior mirrors. In
, the Journey Crossroad was introduced with chrome accents along the lower part of the body
and in the interior, smoked head- and taillights, a black grille, rocker panels, rails for a roof rack,
and a skid plate simile at the rear. Chrysler rebadged the Mexico -manufactured [17] Journey in
Europe after model year as the Fiat Freemont , unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show , [18] and
began marketing the Durango. The Freemont had its Italian launch in the end of May However,
to create a distinct market for the two vehicles, the Freemont is only available with the 2. Fiat
Group Automobiles Netherlands did not offer the Fiat Freemont on the Dutch market, owing to
the Dutch tax climate, that would make the car too expensive to become a sales success. In
January , What Car? For the model year, the Dodge Journey is only available in two trim levels:
base SE Value and "up-level" Crossroad. All Journey models are powered by a 2. The optional
3. All Journey models now feature standard three-row, seven-passenger seating, which was
previously optional on base trim levels in previous years. Available options and packages have
been revised. In addition, the Journey as well as the Dodge Grand Caravan are not available in
states with California emissions requirements for the model year. The available four-cylinder is
a 2. For , it was changed to the 3. All-wheel drive is only available with a V6. Also through a
Volkswagen -sourced diesel engine was available outside of North America with an
automatically shifted dual clutch transmission. Chrysler performed primary engineering for the
dual-clutch transmission with support from long-time partner Getrag, which was to build the
transmission in the United States. Due to funding issues, this did not happen, and the factory,
nearly finished, was sold and used for other purposes. For the second generation in the
Volkswagen diesel was replaced by the Fiat 2. Chrysler manufactures the Journey at the acre 0.
As part of the vehicle's introductory promotion, Dario Franchitti 's No. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. Retrieved Archived from the original PDF on Archived
from the original on Allpar, LLC. Retrieved October 27, Archived from the original on 21 October
Retrieved 21 October SoftNews NET. January 24, Retrieved May 12, Euro NCAP. Retrieved 7
February Retrieved 2 December Sales Increased 10 Percent" Press release. Chrysler Group
LLC. Sales Increased 6 Percent" Press release. Retrieved 7 March Japanese Embassy in the
United States. Chip Ganassi Racing. Dodge truck timeline, North American market, sâ€”present.
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related to Dodge Journey. Mid-size CUV. Compact SUV. Full-size CUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size
SUV. Grand Caravan. Compact pickup. Ram Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. D Series. Ram D
Series. Ram SRT Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these models can be found here.
City car. Panda I. Panda II. Panda III. Punto I. Punto II. Grande Punto. Compact car. Bravo II.
Mid-size car. Croma I. Croma II. Ritmo Cabrio. Punto Cabrio. Abarth Spider. Sports car. Fiorino I.
Fiorino II. Mini CUV. Mini MPV. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Ulysse I. Ulysse II. Scudo I. Ducato I.
Ducato II. Ducato III. Mini pickup. Campagnola New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Dodge Journey Features and Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive.
Engine Order Code ED3. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System
Capacity quarts NA. Number of Transmission Speeds 4. First Gear Ratio :1 2. Second Gear Ratio
:1 1. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 4.
Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches
Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track
Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 7. Liftover Height inches Interior Dimensions.
Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front
Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row
Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Third Row
Head Room inches Third Row Leg Room inches Third Row Shoulder Room inches Third Row
Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Width Between Wheelhousings inches
Cargo Bed Height inches Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock
NA. Front Suspension Type Strut. Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc.
Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake
Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires.
Front Wheel Size inches 17 X 6. Front Wheel Material Steel. Rear Wheel Size inches 17 X 6. Rear
Wheel Material Steel. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire
Size Compact. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch
pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight
Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Total Option Weight pounds 0. Maximum Payload
Capacity pounds NA. Curb Weight NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Engine: 2. Wheels:
17" x 6. Radio: 4. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Dodge
Journey is the brand's long-overdue pitch to buyers who want minivan conveniences without
the minivan stigma. It's versatile and spacious, but it doesn't really stand out against more
polished competitors. A late arrival on the bustling midsize crossover SUV scene, the Dodge
Journey serves as a timely stand-in for Chrysler's departed short-wheelbase minivans. The
Journey is related to the Avenger and Chrysler Sebring midsize sedans, but thanks in part to a
4. The Journey excels on the inside, where the influence of Chrysler's minivans is unmistakable.
From the Flip 'n Stow storage compartment under the front passenger seat to the Chill Zone
glovebox beverage cooler, the Journey is loaded with clever, well-conceived minivan-style
conveniences. Unfortunately, however, the standard four-cylinder engine and four-speed
automatic transmission aren't quite up to the task of motivating the hefty SE's 3, pounds with
anything close to authority. Overall, the Dodge Journey gets the basics right -- it's attractive,
quiet and reasonably spacious. But it falls a bit short in a few key areas. It's also less enjoyable
to drive than the Mitsubishi Outlander and not as roomy as the Ford Taurus X. Still, the
Journey's attractive pricing and interior amenities will likely make it worth a look. The midgrade
SXT adds inch alloy wheels, automatic headlamps, heated side mirrors, a trip computer, keyless
entry, enhanced interior storage, stain-resistant cloth upholstery, a six-way power driver seat,
an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a volt power outlet and satellite radio. Dodge bundles most of
the Journey's optional features into packages, and one can get much of the upper trim levels'
features as options for the lower trims. The base-model Journey SE comes with a 2. It drives the
front wheels through a four-speed automatic transmission. It's matched to a six-speed
automatic transmission with manual shift control. On these trim levels, buyers have a choice of
front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. Every Journey includes antilock disc brakes, traction
control, rollover-sensing stability control, front-seat side airbags and side curtain airbags for all
three rows. A rearview camera and hands-free communication system are optional, as are very
handy built-in second-row child booster seats, a first in this segment. The Journey is no
lightweight, with even the base SE model tipping the scales at a hefty 3, pounds. The standard
four-cylinder engine from the Avenger sedan, although reasonably frugal, is simply out of its
league here. On the open road, the Journey is tranquil enough, but it often feels insubstantial
and fussy. Standard four-wheel antilock disc brakes provide good stopping power, but more
pedal feel would be appreciated. Although the Dodge Journey offers somewhat less passenger
and cargo space than such rivals as the Toyota Highlander, the overall impression is of a bright,

reasonably spacious, straightforward family hauler. The Journey will accommodate as many as
seven occupants in decent comfort; second- and third-row seats feature reclining backs, and
the second-row seats also slide fore and aft, allowing parents to scoot small children closer to
the front seats. Access to the third-row seats is a breeze, easily accomplished by older kids,
with only an easy pull of a lever required to operate the second-row seats' tilt-and-slide
mechanism. There's also obvious influence from Chrysler's minivans, as the Journey's interior
is awash in cupholders, lidded storage bins and cubbyholes, including tubs beneath the
second-row floor and an ingenious compartment beneath the front passenger seat. Maximum
cargo capacity is Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Journey SUV. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Journey lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Some down-market interior trim, lackluster driving dynamics. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Journey for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Dodge Journey is an all-new midsize crossover
SUV derived from the Avenger sedan and capable of seating up to seven passengers. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. Don't buy this car. Chrysler won't do a thing about it. I
went back to dealer and they wouldn't help either. Multiple batteries, changing the brakes nearly
every 10, miles, tires are awful, I have had to replace some type of wheel sensor, the key fob
doesn't always works so sometimes my car won't crank right away. Electrical problems where
the alarm goes off and takes a while to make it stop. This car has been a nightmare.. I still owe
15k and it's not even worth 9k. It loses so much value every year.. If you buy this vehicle after
reading this review.. Read less. Bought this car brand new in I have had the transmission
replaced once, I am on my third set of brakes and fourth set of tires. I just ate the cost to replace
the motor mount, and now I am having problems with the starter. Needless to say, I will never
ever ever ever by a Chrysler-brand vehicle again. I can understand having a finnicky vehicle, but
this is too much. I'll never buy Dodge again. The biggest problem that I have had with this
vehicle is the battery needing to be replaced. Very easy job. Everyone reading the bad reviews
on this vehicle, remember is a couple hundred out of a thousands of vehicles. I understand the
electrical problems. The starting problems with the key. Try replacing the battery in the remote..
Runs off a chip needs power. Only complaint is brakes and tires. If your change brakes, spend
the extra money and get quality like Brembo and a high quality set of pads. Will save hundreds
in future. Tires no answer, suck it up. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the
Journey. Sign Up. The Dodge journey is very economical and a hardy vehicle it drives well and
is the best vehicle for people who like outdoor activities. It spacious and fits five people
comfortably there is lots of room for camping supplies and even room to cool some drinks off in
your dashboard. My car has troubles starting. One day it will be fine the next it will leave me
stranded. There is a problem with the security sensor and happens in most dodge journeys year
thru I do not recommend this vehicle. However I like the SUV style. Seating is comfortable,
looks nice on the inside as well. The back seat can lay flat so you can fit large objects in the
back which is nice. Stereo system works very well and you can put multiple CDs in at one time.
Plenty of storage, passenger seat lifts up for storage and there is a trunk and more storage in
the back where you set your feet. Constant transmission problems, warnings about oil changes
after getting an oil change, little to no resale value. Shock and strut problems early. Electrical
problems with power windows. Comfortable and roomy interior. Sunroof eventually leaks with
hard rain. Good gas mileage. I have a Dodge Journey RT and I have a starting problem with it
too if it don't want to start half the time I can't figure out what's causing it cuz my battery be
charged and it just won't crank over and I'm having another issue out of it with my brakes
Center locking up on it what's my ESP bas coming on and my traction control if anybody knows
any thing try to fix this let me know. I love my journey for the most part. The seats are extremely
comfortable and I absolutely love the heated seats. My journey drives great but have had issues

with the abs light coming on. It is a very reliable car since I have had it even with the light
coming on. My Dodge Journey SXT has electrical problems and usually turns off on me or
doesn't turn on I have to turn the car over usually a dozen of times to get it to start. I can't use
certain lights because they stay on whether the truck is on or off. The trunk has so many issues.
Th Dodge Journey has many issues when it comes to the horn, automatic door locks, wipers,
keyless entry. I didn't have problems in the 1st year and now they randomly go off or just don't
work. I'm being told that they can't find anything wrong and that I must of dimmed the lights and
asked if I had my lights on Auto setting YES I do they told me I didn't swear to God I always
have my car on auto for the lights and occasionally you put the fob in and try to start the
Journey it clicks takes min to get it to start The neutral safety switch on these cars is
notoriously bad, but it's an easy fix. If your journey does not start, try putting it in neutral, it
should start right up. Excellent mid-size SUV; not too big but not too small. Gas efficiency is
that which can be expected of an SUV. Overall, great car. Definitely would recommend. My
vehicle frequently doesn't start. There's nothing wrong with it, and the problem cannot be fixed.
I have been told that occasionally the anti theft system will engage and will prevent the vehicle
from starting. I have to try various things to get it to start, like opening the front door, shifting
hard on the gear shift, etc. There's no one thing that seems to work. This is problematic as I
have children, and in the winter and summer it can be a problem to be stranded somewhere
without heat or air conditioning. It does drive well once started. It gets pretty good gas mileage,
and I haven't had other problems with it. I guess the starting thing is just an issue with the
model, too. It had a factory recall on the ignition which was hard to get fixed. Took over a year
because the part was hard to get. It is not a great vehicle in snow. It has a little speed to it to so
that's a plus. But just make sure to keep the rims stock when you buy it. I have a lot of issues
because I bought the car second hand with flat tire notifications. No power to it No cruise
control lots of issues with it not starting and dealership can't figure it out. I do not like how
small the third row seat is it has no legroom in the third row also very small trunk. There was a
starting issue sometimes it just will not turn over and still can't find the problem it only
happened three times so far in about six month period. I recently had to have my transmission
replaced. I was involved in an accident that damaged my differential, which in turn damaged my
transmission. Besides the transmission I haven't had any serious issues with my truck. It drives
like a dream. It is equipped with an infinity sound system, which I love. I have a touch screen
radio, TV and 5 disc CD changer. It is very spacious and a lot of storage space. It seats up to 7
people. And has a very nice stereo system with annotation for satellite radio and also a 6 CD
changer. The only thing that I have some complaints about the gas mileage and that gets worse
every months. I don't believe is good on mileage per gallon. I really enjoy my journey. It is
comfortable, roomy, excellent mileage on the highway. I really like the room you have when you
lay the back seats down allowing extra room. I appreciate having the hatchback. Cold air, warm
heat. It is roomy as an SUV but not large and bulky. I've had my journey for about a year now
and have had absolutely no problems with it. The only thing I don't like about it is I literally use
all 7 seats so there is no storage unless you fold all the seats down. It's a really reliable car for a
big family like myself, to get where you need to go. It has excellent gas mileage. Eats brakes
and calipers every 3 months and 19 inch tires are hard to come by and are expensive. Decent
gas mileage, leather seats, heated seats, sunroof, and lots of space. Good for trips or large
amounts of shopping. Expensive to repair and maintain. Love my journey. It has had few
problems. The one it does have is that I can only have heat on one side of the vehicle due to a
switch that is out. But is so labor intensive that my husband won't even consider trying to fix it.
I love that it has fold down seats so if I need to get something large in the back I can. I like that
way it drives. Easy to handle. I enjoy the fact that it has coolers in the floors. And a beverage
cooler in the dashboard area. Plenty of storage options. I don't know what size the motor is, but
it has lots of pep. Mine only has front wheel drive. I've noticed that most journeys have all wheel
drive. Doesn't bother me any. Handles well on ice and snow. The back windows don't work, the
passenger one is about to go, the heat does not work and it has had numerous brake issues. I
have probably put more money into this car in the past 4 years than it is worth. It has gotten me
where I need to go but it is testing my nerves. My car is amazing. It has been completely reliable
as has our other Dodge. It is very comfortable and has lots of space with hidden compartments
which I appreciate for organization. It is an 09' so it is more basic inside but in some ways I
prefer that. The Dodge Journey is the best car the we have bought in 8 years so far this year it
has made a great difference and I am glad I bought it lots more room than other cars but wait it
also has hidden features that willamaze we love it. So far not too much trouble. I think there
have been 2 recalls but nothing major. We keep it well maintained. Kids love the DVD player.
Draw back to the interior is that it is black with a light grey inset. The light grey gets all the spills
and stains. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner

Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior
Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most
Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Dominique G wrote on January 5, Alex S
wrote on December 30, Naomi E wrote on December 20, Robert wrote on November 8, Nicole W
wrote on November 7, Des C wrote on October 26, Kara H wrote on October 17, There's a
problem somewhere wrote on October 11, Lauren L wrote on September 29, James H wrote on
September 29, Shelley S wrote on September 8, John P wrote on August 4, Jamie S wrote on
July 11, Constance B wrote on July 11, Jodi B wrote on July 11, Loretta D wrote on June 23,
Denise S wrote on June 23, Marsha S wrote on June 23, Abigail G wrote on June 23, Natalie I
wrote on June 23, Anita R wrote on June 23, Ethan M wrote on June 14, Breanna F wrote on May
14, Billy Brimingham wrote on May 1, Sandy W wrote on April 18, Continue to Overview. Interior
packaging is the Dodge Journey's strength; its interior, with space for up to seven and
numerous useful storage bins, could prove very useful for growing families. At the same time,
its price doesn't break the bank, especially looking at the affordable base model. Configured for
on-road driving, the Journey also promises peppy performance and good roadholding with the
V6 and all-wheel drive. Close this Model overview: Two different powertrains are available on
the Journey for , and both offer a distinct choice of price and fuel efficiency versus power and
refinement. The base SE comes with a horsepower, 2. Read more Two different powertrains are
available on the Journey for , and both offer a distinct choice of price and fuel efficiency versus
power and refinement. With the four-cylinder engine, the Journey is rated at 19 city, 25 highway
in the EPA fuel economy cycle. The system sends most power to the front wheels except when
power is needed at the back wheels for traction. Between 25 and 65 mph, some power is also
sent to the rear wheels to enhance handling and stability. The Journey's versatile interior is
configured so as to carry up to seven people plus cargo, or a combination thereof. In the third
row, which is elevated slightly above the level of the first and second row, Dodge says that the
Journey allows two inches more head room than its leading competitors, and the back two rows
can be folded down to allow a huge cargo floor. The Journey's back doors open 90 degrees to
allows easy entry and loading access, and the second-row seat has a child-seat-friendly feature
that allows it to slide forward or rearward a total of 4. Access is made even easier through the
so-called Tilt 'N Slide feature on third-row models, which allows the second row to tilt upward
and slide forward. A clever, optional Flip 'N Stow in-seat storage system under the front
passenger seat includes a fold-down front passenger seat and has enough space to store a
planner or other small items with the seat down in place, and two other in-floor bins located just
behind the front seats can hold a dozen ounce beverage cans out of sight. The bins have
latched lids and removable liners. Third-row models feature yet another similar covered
compartment behind the rearmost seats. The Journey's carlike underpinnings include a
four-wheel independent suspension with a multi-link rear suspension layout for good handling
and a smooth ride. Four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes are standard across the model line, along
with an electronic stability control that includes a Trailer Sway Control mode to help prevent the
loss of stability while towing. Front seat-mounted side air bags are standard, along with
supplemental side-curtain bags that provide head protection to all three rows. Noteworthy
options include a UConnect hands-free calling system, a rechargeable flashlight, three-zone
climate control, a sunroof, a trailer-tow package, the Parkview backup camera, and an
entertainment package that includes a navigation system, second-row video entertainment
screen, wireless headphones, watt audio, and six speakers with a subwoofer. Close this There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Versatile interior configuration for
people and cargo; ride quality; very affordable base model. Dodge's Journey is a new car-based
utility vehicle--a so-called crossover vehicle--that offers the ride quality and agile handling of a
small sedan, combined with the roomy, versatile interior of a sport utility vehicle. It shares
mechanical underpinnings with the Dodge Avenger sedan yet is several inches longer and has
third-row seating to accommodate up to seven occupants. Read more. Close this. Two different
powertrains are available on the Journey for , and both offer a distinct choice of price and fuel
efficiency versus power and refinement. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content.
Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals

and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you
choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike
other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but
rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel
economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's
important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its
class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the
best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key
features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car
buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the
Dodge Journey. Colors generally differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your
area to give you a great price on the new Dodge Journey. This is how it works:. We have
information you must know before you buy the Journey. We want to send it to you, along with
other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can
unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your ema
mustang ii parts catalog
bmw e90 handbrake adjustment
97 mustang gt engine
il. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Dodge Journey Dodge
Journey Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a
vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to
qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the
following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. See
Used Journey Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your
area to give you a great price on the new Dodge Journey. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a
tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in
options. New Car Quick Quote Dodge. Please select a model journey. Get Your Price. Insider
Information We have information you must know before you buy the Journey. Your Email
Submit. Thank you. You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.

